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1. Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p>0. Let K/k

be a function field of one variable and LIK be an unramified separable abelian

extension of degree pr over K. The galois automorphisms ei, . . . , εp>- of L/K

are naturally extended to automorphisms ??Ui), . . , -qUp?')l) of the jacobian

variety JL of L/k. If we take a svstem of ^-adic coordinates on JL, we

get a representation {Mp{η(ev))} of the galois group GiL/K) of L/K over

ί-adic integers.

The aim the present note is to determine the p-aάic integral representation

{Mp(-η(εv))} for cyclic L/K (as a representation over p-aάic integers). Use will

be made of the results in our previous paper [2].

2. Let {HQ, HU . . . , Hs) be the set of all the subgroup of GiLIK) such

that G(L/K)/Hi U - 0, 1, . . . , s) are cyclic, where Ho means G(L/K). We

denote by Lni the subfield of L corresponding to Hi.

We use the following notations:

pH: the degree of Ln-, over K,

]LjI: the jacobian variety of Lltlkt

the trace mapping of //,> onto JL», where L'DL'\2>

BL;.

pLΊL"

ΈLΊL»

A(n)

the irreducible component of τr////. -ΛO) containing {0},

the quotient abelian variety of JL> by Bviu*,

the natural homomorphism of JL> onto AL>IL>>,

the homomorphism of AL>/L» onto///' such that KL>IL"0(-LΊV> -TZLΊV,

the cotrace mapping of ]L» into /L',

the quotient abelian variety of ]L> by PLΊLΛJL"),

the group consisting of all points t on A such that wί = 0, where

A is an abelian variety.
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!>2) See 1.2 in [2].
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3. When the order of A(p) is βr, we say, for the sake of simplicity, that

the ^-dimension of A is γ. We denote by γ(A) the ^-dimension of A.

The next Safarevic's lemma is fundamental for our study:

LEMMA 1 ( Safarevic).3) Let K be a function field of one variable over an

algebraically closed field k and Kf be a separable normal extension of p-poiver

degree over K, where p is the characteristic of k. Let TK and γκ> be respectively

the number of independent unramified separable cyclic extensions of degree p

over K and K'. Then we have

ϊκ> = LK': Kl ( r * - l ) + 1.

On the other hand, the number of independent unramified separable cyclic

extensions of degree p over K equals to the ^-dimension r(Jκ) of Jκ(\Ά).

Therefore we get:

LEMMA 2. If L^Lm^LH^K, we have

r(JL) = U: LBil (r(JLjfi) - 1) + 1 = pr~Vi(r(Ji^ - 1) + 1,
(1)

r(/^ ) = CLWί: Lnβ (rijuj) - 1) + 1 - p^HrUπj) - 1) + 1.

If x is a generic point of JHi over ky then (djπ.-Ύj{eui))x is a generic point

of BLJTJK over k, where δJτr. is the identity automorphism of JLl/. and τ?(i//t )

is the extension of a generator e//, of the galois group G(LHJK) of LπjK.

Therefore we may denote

LEMMA 3. γ(BLjlJK) = (γ(Jκ) - 1) (ίLΠi: IQ - 1)

Proof PLJH/K(JK) and BLΠiiκ generate/^, and pLniιA]κ)(ΛBLιliiκ is a finite

group. Hence we have

r(BLlr.lκ) =

4. First we shall show that pv,ι1H and jθ£7/i/κ are purely inseparable.

See §3 in [3].
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LEMMA 4. PL/LJ^PLJ/./K) is purely inseparable.

Proof. Assume that PL/L^XO) (ρlnttκ(0)) constains a Ln^K), non-zero

element t. Then there exists an element / in LiLn ), not in such that

fpt~^i(fp'i) is contained in Ln^K). This contradics with the separability of

LEMMA 4. If G{L/K) is cyclic, the p addic representation Mpi'η(ε^)) is

equivalent to the direct sum of (γ(Jκ) — 1) times of the regular representation

and the identical representation as a representation over p-addic numbers.

Proof We shall prove the proposition by the induction on the degree pr

of UK If r = 0, the proposition is clearly true. We assume that the propo-

sition is true for the subίield Ln such that L/Lπ is of degree p. Let s be a

generator of G(L/K). Then the subgroup H corresponding to LH is ispt~l).

Since η(ε) (PL/LH(JLH)) = PULΠ(JLH), τ?(ε) induces an automorphism τ?*u) on

JL/PL;LΠ(JLΠ). On the other hand BV,LU- (djL-y(εp"~1)) (Jίt) and JJPLILU(JLU)

is isogeneous withBL/LHt hence ηHεpi"x) ^ dJfj9LιLj{(J[jH). By virtue of lemma 3

the jf>-dimension of BL,LlI is (p - 1) (r(jLΠ) - 1) = φ - lψ'ι(y\]κ) - D.

Therefore, since BL/LΠ- (δjL~-'η(εp1~1)) {JL), we observe that the >adic repre-

sentation {Λf/,(τ?*(ev))> of {??*(εv)} is equivalent to (γ(Jκ) - D-times of the

faithful irreducible representation of G(L/K) over >adic integers as a repre-

sentation over £-adic numbers. This shows that {Mp(-q(ε'))} is equivalent to

the direct sum of (γ(Jκ) — 1)-times of the regular representation and the

identical representation as a representation over >̂-adic numbers.

PROPOSITION 1. The p-adic representation {Mpiηiε^))} of G(L/K) is

equivalent to the direct sum of (γ(Jκ) — 1)-times of the regular representation

and the identical representation as a representation over p-adic numbers.

Proof. Since G(L/K) is abelian, {Mpiη(ε^))} is equivalent to a direct sum

of ^-adic irreducible representations of cyclic factor groups of G(L/K). By

virtue of lemma 4, {Mp(η(ε^))} contains at least (y(Jκ^ - 1 Mimes of the >adic

irreducible faithful representation of any non-trivial cyclic factor group of

G(LIK). On the other hand the degree pr(γ(Jκ) - 1) + 1 of {MP{y(ε,))} is

equal to that of the direct sum of iγ(Jκ) - 1)-times of the regular represen-

tation and the identical representation. Moreover the latter sum contains
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exactly (r(Jκ) - 1)-times of p-aάic irreducible faithful representation of any

non-trivial cyclic factor group of G(LlK) and r(/x)-times of the identical

representation. This shows that {Mp(rj(ty))} is equivalent to the sum of

(ϊ(Jκ) - 1)-times of regular representation and the identical representation as

a representation over p-adic numbers.

PROPOSITION 2. pLHiικ(Jκ)CΛBLHiiκ - PLUiiκτ:LΉi,ΛjLHί{PH))

where VBLjIi/K{eHi) is the restriction of fi(ΈHi) on BLH./H.

Proof. Since πLHiικ(JLHiiκ = πLH.ικaLH./κPLHi!κ = P^dJK) we have pLΉiiκπLBiικ

(ΆLH./K(P^)) = alffjKiO) Π βLHiιΛjκ) = BLH.,κ Π pLHiiκ(Jκ). On the other hand

πLHiiκ(jLΉi(£H) = πLΉiiκ(ALHiιK(pH))t hence we have ρLHi/κ(Jκ) Γ\ BLH./K = PLH{/K

From (δjLHi-y(εHi))pLHiικ(Jκ) =0, we observe that pLHiικ(Jκ) Γ\ BLH{iκ

C(δBLHi/κ-7iBLHi(κ('εHi))~1(0). Therefore it is sufficient to prove that the order

of ρLHi/κ(Jκ) ΓιBLHικ equals to that of (esLHiiκ - 'tfi^/xCWΓHO). Since

Jκ(pVi)/'pLH./KjLH.ip**) = G(LHJK) and p ^ / * is purely inseparable, the order of

PLHi!κ(Jκ)ΠBLHi/κ is ^ ( τ ( Jκ )-1 ) v*'. On the other hand, by virtue of proposition 1,

the p-aάic representation {Mp(τ/BLHi!κ('3H^))} of G(LnJK) is equivalent to

(r(Jκ) -1)-times of the sum of all the non-trivial irreducible >adic represen-

tations of G(LHJK) as a representation over ^-adic numbers. This shows

that the order of ( ^ H . / x - y}BLHilκ{τHί)Y\ϋ) is jf>v»(r(Jκ>-i\ We have proved

proposition 2.

5. Using proposition 2, we shall determine the structure of JL-

PROPOSITION 3. Let Hj be the subgroup of Hi such that HilHj is a cyclic

group of order p. Then PLIL^BLJIU) is the invariant abelian subvariety for

{•ηiεv)} on JL such that the padic representation {Mp{η(ε^))) of {^(ev)} on

PLILHJ(BLHJILHI) is equivalent to (γ(Jκ) -1)-times of the p-adic irreducible, repre-

sentation {MψbηUy,))} of G(L/K) ivhose kernel is Hj, as a representation over

p-adic numbers.

Proof. By virtue of proposition 1, the multiplicity of {Mp'iηiεΛ)} in
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SJLJJJ) is (γ(Jκ) - 1) and that in PLILJH(JLIH) is zero. This proves the

proposition.

We denote by Buj the above PLILU^BLHJLU)- Namely BΠJ means the

invariant subabelian variety on JL for {τ?(ev)} such that the >adic representation

of {7?(ε,)} on BHΛ is equivalent to (γ(Jκ) - D-times of the p-aάic irreducible

representation of G{L/K) whose kernel is Hj, as a representation over ^-adic

numbers. Then we get

THEOREM 1. JL is isogeneous with Buί + . . . + Bns + PL/K(JK) and the

subυarieties Buiy . . . , Bπa and PLIK(JK) satisfy the following conditions:

(1) PL!K(]K)Γ\BH, =

(2) if LTJi

then

Bn( Γ\ Buj = PLiLn^ULu.jLH^ JrLHi(p)) Π πLli}Uriι(jLijj(p))

= PL/LHι ( ]LΉ1 ) Π BHJ Π BlJj.

Proof. The first assertion has been proved in proposition 1. Let H\ be the

subgroup of G(L/K) such that Hi/Hi is a cyclic group of order p. Then, by

virtue of theorem 2 in [2], we observe that Jκ(pH'ι)!r.LH.ΊΛjLΊ1Λpn"1))

^G(L/K)/H'i and Jκ(pH)!πLHi,κ{jLHi{pH)) ^ G(L/K)/Ht, hence Mp)/πLHι>ικ

ULHi'{p)) and Jκ(p)/πLHiικ(jLni{p)) are isomorphic. On the other hand

^LH//κ(jLίίί(p))^πLriίΊκ(jLIJΛp))t therefore we have πLHi>/κjLHi>(p) = πLni/κULni(p))

for Liit'^K. Moreover, since IJLHIΛP)'- nLH.iLHi (jLHi(p))l =P and PLHiΊκπLHιiκ

ULHI(P))^PLHIΊK(JK(P))9 we have PLH^K^LH^JLHAP^ = <°^V/χ7r^/^'^L///^^

= PLJJ./K(IK)Γ\ TCLHilLH.>( JLH.(P) )

On the other hand, by virtue of proposition 2 and the pure inseparability

of PL K, we have

pL/κ(J

= PL!LHi(PLHίlκ{Jκ

= PLlLΠi(PLτίf/κ( JK

( P L / V A - ( Λ - ) π 7r L / 7 , / L ; / / ( Λ i 7 . ( p ) ) ) ,
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This proves (1).

By virtue of (1) we have

and

PL/Lf/ijLuj) Π Bill = PfJLrjjULn.^jjjLf/jijLjf.^ll/

O n t h e o t h e r h a n d PLur/ι<J'LΠ) Π P L > L J L ( ] ' L Π ) C P L > L Π : ^ LΠίJLlIi^ LΠJ)

hence

Bn, Π Buy - PULn^Ljj ^jjjijj.i JLJJ Γ S Πj( P) )

Π pL/Lπ. KLJI^ TJi!LIji ( Jin - ^ 7 /, ( P ) ) C pLlLHi^ LΠj

This shows that

Bin Π 5//; = J5/7/ Π 5/7̂  Π pL\Ln,r^ LHj

Therefore, if Li^ΠLnj^ LJ1]f we have

6. In this section we shall study some ί-adic integral representations of

cyclic groups.

LEMMA 5. Let {R(έ')) be a regular representation and {M(ε")} be any

representation of a cyclic group (ε). Then a p-adic integral representation

ί/M(εv) 0 \\
U ,i(e

v) RiεΊ/ί

is equivalent to

U 0 R(ε'))l

as a p-adic integral representation.

Since the group ring Z/,[G] over ^-adic integers is projective as a left

G-module, this lemma is clearly time.

LEMMA β. Let G = (e) be a cyclic group of order pr and Gr-i be the

subgroup (εpr~ι). Let {yVίε '̂"1)'} be the non-trivial irreducible p integral

representation of GV-i. Let {M(εY') be the representation of G induced by
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{N(εp1 V} and {Rr-ι(εY} be the regular representation of G/Gr-i Then any

p-adic integral representation of the folloiving type

0

A(ε)

is equivalent to

<xM(ε) 0 \ Ί
α 0 lEn'xRr-iiey '

as a representation over p-adic integers, where ε is the class of ε in G/Gr-i

and σ is a p adic integral (npr~\ nip -1))-matrix.

Proof. Since {M(ε)v} is the induced representation of G by {Ms'*' Y'},

we have
ίθ £„(/,-, j 0 . . . 0

0 O Enιp-v

nXN O 0
where N=Mεpr '). We put

yί(s) EnXRίτ

0 En(P-v0 0

-ίθ, /J' '- 1-! ! 0

Apr-i-ι, o* * Afp-i-i, pr-i-ι • En

We choose >̂-adic integral matrices Zt ; such that

-X", 0 = 0, Λj'+i, ] = /ί», l, Λi + l, j = Λi, j — Xi, j-i

(i = 0, 1, . . . . Z""1 - 1 j = 1, 2, . . . , i/""1 - 1), where Xpr-i

= Xi,pr-i-ι. Then we have

0 Λ

= .Yo,y and Xf , - ,

' Xo,pr-i-ι

• Xpr-i-U pr-l-x

A(ε)
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Enpr-ί(p-ί)

r-i_1 # 0

where
Qι = Λ/, o 4- Xi+i, 0 (-£"« X iV — En(p-i)) .

This proves the lemma.

LEMMA 7. //ι the notations in lemma 6, let

UEnxM(ε) γ\
IV Λ'U) Rr-iit)) '

(*)

and

(**)

ί?̂  p adic integral representations of (e) zt^os^ restrictions on the subgroup

{tpr~x) are equivalent (as p-adic integral representation). Then the represen-

tations (*) Λwd (**) tfrg equivalent (as p-adic integral representations).

Proof. By virtue of lemma 6, we may assume that

Λ'(e) = (α', 0) and Λ"(e) = (α", 0)

with ^>-adic integral (npr~1

f n(p- 1))-matrices α' and o". From the assumption

of the lemma, we have

with a ί-adic integral matrix X

On the other hand we observe that

EnXM(ε) =

0 -i) 0 0
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and

* 1

Λ"{εir'ι)-Λ'U*r~1)

Λτ)p'"1-i-"(Λ"(ε) - Λ'{e))En x ί f ( ι ) 1 .

Therefore, putting

n(p-l) n{pr-ι-l)(p-l)

we have

On the other hand, if we put

n(p-l) nίϊ^-^-l

we have

P = y ( i V i

This shows that

α" - a' = J?M x i?r-i( e )1"^'"1y(^(/>-i) - ^n x M e

^= EnX Rr-i(e)Y{En{p-vl - EnX Nie^1))

Hence, putting Yi = Enx Rr-i(ε)Y, we have

_ \ = (Entp-πpr-i \_

ίnX«r-i(eV ^ Fi 0̂  \EnprJ

χ/EILx_M(ε)\ \ /En(p-1)Pr-i 1 \

V yi'(ε) | £ M x f t - i U ) / \ Fi 0 \E»pr-J

7. In this section, using proposition 2 and lemma 7, we shall prove the

main theorem.

LEMMA 8. If G{L/K) is a cyclic group of order p, the p-adic represen-

tation {Mpiη(ε^))} of the galois group is equivalent to the direct sum of (γ(Jκ)

— 1)-times of the regular representation and the identical representation as a

representation over p-adic integers.

Proof. First we notice that there exist only two inequivalent ^-adic

integral representations of G(L/K)
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(1
1
0

10

v\

Me)
a n d

which have the same irreducible components 1 and {N(εYJ}, where {Me)v} is

the non-trivial irreducible representation.4*

By virtue of proposition 2, we observe that

P L / K ( J K ) Γ M 3 L / K = U / ^ - H

This shows that {Mp{-η(ε)Ϋ) contains no

ί/1 0 γ\
\\0 Me)/ IN(ε)

as a component. Namely there exists a system of £-adic coordinates on JL

such that
Ri(ε)

where {RiiεV} is the regular representation of G(L/K). By virtue of lemma

5, there exists a system of >adic coordinates on JL such that

4) 5) Since [Qpί^ί ' ) : QP]=pr-Hp-l) and the class number of QP(
V\^Ί ) is one, there

exists only one faithful />-adic integral irreducible representation. Moreover G-(ε) is
cyclic, hence a />-adic integral representation

f(M(ε)
Λf(e) / i

with an irreducible representation (M(ε)v) is equivalent to

\\ M(ε)J ί
as a representation over />-adic integers. See § 4, 6 in [1].
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THEOREM 2. If G(L/K) is'cyclic, the p-adic representation {λlpiyiε'))}

of the galois group G(L/K) is equivalent to the direct sum of (r(Jk-) - 1)-times

of the regular representation and the identical representation as a representation

over p adic integers.

Proof. Let e be a generator of G(L!K) and Hi be the subgroup (εpt)

{i = 1, 2, . . . , r). We shall prove the theorem by the induction on G{L/K)/Hi.

If z'=l, by virtue of lemma 8, the theorem is true. We assume the theorem

on GiL/Ln^j). Then, since G has only one faithful irreducible p-aάic integral

representation {M(εYJ} and any >̂-adic integral representation of the following

type

ί(M(ε) 0 γ{
\\A(ε) if/(ε)/ /

is equivalent to

U MU)I »'

there exists a system of £-adic coordinates on Jτ such that

where {M(εY') is the representation of G(L/K) induced by the non-trivial

irreducible representation λr(εp'~Ί of (zpr~ι) and {/?r-iU)'} is the regular

representation of G(L/K)/Hr-ι.

On the other hand, by virtue of lemma 8,

is equivalent to the direct sum of (γ{Jκ) -l)pr~ι-ύme$ of the regular represen-

tation of (ε '̂ ι) and the identical representation. The latter representation is

equivalent to the restriction on iεpr~ι) of the direct sum of (γ(Jκ) -1)-times

of the regular representation of G{L/K) and the identical representation.

Therefor, by virtue of lemma 5, 7, we have a system of >adic coordinates on

JL such that
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RΛε)

RΛε)

where {RrieY} is the regular representation of GiL/K).
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